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A spellbinding history of the hidden world below the Holy City—a saga of biblical treasures,
intrepid explorers, and political upheaval “A sweeping tale of archaeological exploits and their
cultural and political consequences told with a historian’s penchant for detail and a journalist’s
flair for narration.”—Washington PostIn 1863, a French senator arrived in Jerusalem hoping to
unearth relics dating to biblical times. Digging deep underground, he discovered an ancient
grave that, he claimed, belonged to an Old Testament queen. News of his find ricocheted around
the world, evoking awe and envy alike, and inspiring others to explore Jerusalem’s storied
past. In the century and a half since the Frenchman broke ground, Jerusalem has drawn a global
cast of fortune seekers and missionaries, archaeologists and zealots, all of them eager to extract
the biblical past from beneath the city’s streets and shrines. Their efforts have had profound
effects, not only on our understanding of Jerusalem’s history, but on its hotly disputed present.
The quest to retrieve ancient Jewish heritage has sparked bloody riots and thwarted
international peace agreements. It has served as a cudgel, a way to stake a claim to the most
contested city on the planet. Today, the earth below Jerusalem remains a battleground in the
struggle to control the city above. Under Jerusalem takes readers into the tombs, tunnels, and
trenches of the Holy City. It brings to life the indelible characters who have investigated this
subterranean landscape. With clarity and verve, acclaimed journalist Andrew Lawler reveals how
their pursuit has not only defined the conflict over modern Jerusalem, but could provide a map
for two peoples and three faiths to peacefully coexist.
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atep_prh_5.8.0_139379694_c0_r1For JoAnn Clayton-Townsend1935–2020I will not cease from
mental fight,Nor shall my sword sleep in my handTill we have built JerusalemIn England’s green
and pleasant land.—William BlakeWho has ever seen Jerusalem naked?Not even
archaeologists;Jerusalem never gets completely undressedBut always puts on new houses over
the shabby and broken ones.—Yehuda AmichaiIs it from a dimly lit stone that wars flare up?—
Mahmoud DarwishContentsTimelineThe Middle EastAuthor’s NoteIntroductionPART I1. A
Moment of Insanity2. A Fool’s Errand3. A Masonic Mission4. The Roots of Our Problem5. A
Faithful Watchman6. A Great and Potent Force7. Gone with the Treasures of Solomon8. A
Dangerous FantasyPART II9. Exalting the Walls10. The Magnificence of the Metropolis11. The
Rabbi’s McGuffin12. Someone of Great Imagination13. A Free People in Our Land14. The Cellar
Crusade15. The Bedrock of Our Existence16. Millennial Madness17. Ruins in the MindPART
III18. Reality Is Always Stronger Than Belief19. The Rebel Dig20. Resistance by Existence21.
Here We Will Stay22. Return of the QueenEpilogueIllustrationsAcknowledgmentsNotesFurther
ReadingTimelineCirca 3000 BCEThe first homes and rock-cut tombs are constructed near
Jerusalem’s pulsating spring.Circa 1700 BCEMassive stone fortifications, pools, and channels
are built around the spring.Circa 950 BCEIsraelites conquer the city from Jebusites; Jerusalem
becomes the capital of Judea.586 BCEAfter a prosperous era, a Babylonian army destroys
Jerusalem and, with it, the temple attributed to Solomon.516 BCEThe temple is rebuilt under
Persian domination, but Jerusalem is slow to recover.332 BCECaptured by Alexander the
Great’s army, the city falls under Hellenistic rule.141 BCEJudeans expel the Seleucid Empire
garrison, and local Hasmonean rule begins.63 BCEThe Roman general Pompey the Great
conquers Jerusalem; Roman rule begins.37 BCEAided by Romans, Herod the Great ousts



Parthian invaders and secures the throne.20 BCEHerod begins a major renovation of the temple
complex.Circa 34 CEJesus is crucified under the rule of the Roman governor Pontius Pilate.66
CERiots in Judea lead to rebellion against Rome; civil war envelops Jerusalem.70 CEA Roman
army besieges and destroys the city.130 CEThe Roman emperor Hadrian rebuilds and rebrands
Jerusalem as Aelia Capitolina.335 CEThe Holy Sepulchre, built at the order of the Roman
emperor Constantine the Great, is consecrated.637 CEFollowing a brief Persian occupation, the
city, now known as Aelia, is conquered by Muslim forces.691 CEUnder Umayyad rulers, the
Dome of the Rock is built on the city’s ruined acropolis; soon after the nearby al-Aqsa Mosque is
completed.1099 CEAt the urging of Pope Urban II, European Christian Crusaders seize
Jerusalem.1187 CESaladin, the Ayyubid dynasty founder, defeats the Crusaders and returns
the city, now known as al-Quds, to Muslim control.1260 CEAfter Mongol raids, Egyptian
Mamluks take charge.1516 CEThe Turkish-speaking Ottomans incorporate Jerusalem into their
expanding empire, based in Istanbul.1530s CESuleiman the Magnificent rebuilds the city walls
and creates a courtyard at the acropolis’s western wall.1831 CEMuhammad Ali Pasha’s
Egyptian forces capture Jerusalem; European travelers are welcomed.1838 CEBritain appoints
its first foreign consul in Jerusalem; Edward Robinson visits and launches the city’s first biblical
research effort.1840 CEOttomans reconquer Jerusalem and permit the opening of additional
consulates.1863 CELouis-Félicien Joseph Caignart de Saulcy conducts the city’s first
archaeological dig, prompting Jewish outrage.1865 CEThe Palestine Exploration Fund is
founded in London; Charles Wilson completes his survey of the city.1867 CECharles Warren
begins his underground excavations; Mark Twain visits with an American tour group.1883
CEConrad Schick conducts a Russian-sponsored Holy Sepulchre dig to confirm the site’s
authenticity.1897 CEFrederick J. Bliss’s dig identifies the elusive City of David.1911 CEMontagu
Brownlow Parker’s effort to find the Ark of the Covenant under the Dome of the Rock leads to
riots.1913 CEOn the eve of World War I, Raymond Weill seeks both the Ark of the Covenant and
David’s tomb.1917 CEBritish forces, under General Edmund Allenby, oust the Ottomans from
Jerusalem.1929 CETension at the Wailing/al-Buraq Wall sets off Jewish-Arab riots.1935
CEAmid increasing Jewish immigration, Arabs revolt against British rule in Palestine.1948
CEThe British withdraw, Israel is created, and war breaks out between Arabs and the new state;
the Jewish Quarter is damaged in fighting.1949 CEThe battered city is partitioned between
Jordan and Israel, which makes West Jerusalem its capital.1967 CEIn the Six-Day War, Israel
conquers East Jerusalem and then demolishes the Mughrabi Quarter.1968 CEIsraeli
excavations begin near the Temple Mount, in the Jewish Quarter, and, secretly, next to the
Western Wall.1981 CEYigal Shiloh’s dig leads to Jewish riots; Rabbi Yehuda Getz hunts for the
Ark of the Covenant under the Temple Mount.1987 CEThe first Palestinian intifada breaks out;
the Western Wall Tunnel is nearly complete.1993 CEAs President Bill Clinton is inaugurated, the
Oslo peace talks between Israelis and Palestinians begin.1996 CEThe Western Wall Tunnel exit
is opened, resulting in deadly violence; Ronny Reich and Eli Shukron begin Silwan/City of David
dig.1999 CEPalestinian excavations on the Temple Mount/Noble Sanctuary cause Jewish



outcry.2001 CEIsraeli-Palestinian peace talks collapse; the al-Aqsa intifada begins.2005 CEEilat
Mazar digs for King David’s palace; Reich and Shukron commence new excavations beneath
Silwan/the City of David.2013 CEThe tunneling effort beneath Silwan/the City of David resumes
under Joe Uziel.2018 CEThe United States moves its embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem.2019
CEThe City of David Foundation inaugurates the “Pilgrimage Road” tunnel; France sued over the
Tomb of the Kings.2021 CEClashes between Israeli forces and Palestinians rock
Jerusalem.Author’s Note“Writing about Jerusalem was very stressful; every word counts,” said
author Simon Sebag Montefiore. Which word to select is part of that trial. The recording at a
single light-rail stop announces your arrival at the Hebrew Shechem Gate, the Arabic Gate of the
Column, and the English Damascus Gate. What one calls it says as much about the speaker as
the place.Naming is, of course, the ultimate power, as described in the biblical book of Genesis.
Most of the names here, with a few exceptions, favor common usage in the West. I use the
translated term Temple Mount when referring to the city’s acropolis from a Jewish point of view
and Noble Sanctuary from that of Muslims, though a quote might refer to the Arabic terms
Haram al-Sharif or al-Aqsa. The traditional tomb of Jesus is in the Church of the Resurrection for
Eastern Christians, but here I use Holy Sepulchre (not Sepulcher, as American readers might
expect). Also, English transliterations of Arab and Hebrew proper names are rendered in their
most typical modern-day English form: Qur’an instead of Koran, and Benjamin rather than
Binyamin.Even capitalizing requires care in this city of political hypervigilance. The Western Wall
is uppercase when referred to in a Jewish context after 1967, and lowercase if not. I also go by
the international convention that capitalizes the term East Jerusalem, the sector formerly
occupied by Jordan and now by Israel, though Israel no longer recognizes the 1948 border
dividing eastern and western sectors.As for scripture, the terms “Bible” and “biblical” refer to
either the Hebrew or the Christian text, depending on context. There are, of course, many
versions of each.Since this book tracks the stories of Jerusalem’s excavators, most of the
individuals in this story are Christian and Jewish. This reflects, I hope, not a bias but the stark
reality that Palestinian Arabs, for reasons explored, have overseen few excavations during the
past century and a half compared with Europeans, Americans, and Jewish Israelis. This does
not detract from the role played by Arabs—and, to a lesser extent, Jews—in doing much of the
hard labor as well as in opposing digs many viewed as disrespectful, chauvinistic, and even
blasphemous.Finally, there are the many names of the city itself, each of which reflects a
different time or culture from which to view it. For ancient Canaanites and Egyptians, it was
Ursalim, which might refer to the city of Shalem, a Canaanite god of dusk. For ancient Judeans,
it was variously Yerushayalem, Yerushalaim, the City of Jebus, or the City of David; Jewish
scripture mentions more than seventy versions of the city’s name. For ancient Greeks and
Romans, it was Ierousal or Hierosolyma.In the second century CE, in the wake of the Roman
destruction, Emperor Hadrian combined his family name with a reference to the Roman god
Jupiter Capitolinus to call the rebuilt city Aelia Capitolina. Byzantines shortened that to Aelia;
medieval Christians revived the older term, which eventually was spelled Jerusalem in English.



Early Muslims used Ilya as well as Bayt al-Maqdis—“the Holy House”—and, later, al-Quds, “the
Holy One,” which remains the city’s Arabic name today.Here, again, following the Western
fashion, I use the name Jerusalem.IntroductionI see the Past, Present, & Future existing all at
once.—William BlakeSacred to three faiths and revered by more than half the people on the
planet, Jerusalem conjures up powerful images of the celestial. According to Christians, Jesus
ascended into its skies; many believe he was followed by his mother, Mary. For two billion
Muslims, this is where Muhammad climbed through the seven heavens on his mystical night
journey. Jewish folklore places here the angel-filled ladder that Jacob dreamed rose into the
firmament. And in many traditions, God’s final judgment will descend from the clouds hovering
above the city.“Jerusalem is the gateway to heaven; all the nations of the world agree on this,”
noted the twelfth-century Spanish Jewish poet and scholar Judah Halevi. A century later, the
Muslim author Fakhr ad-Din al-Fazari reported that “angels descend every night unto
Jerusalem.”Yet the Holy City conceals a secret subterranean self. Below the ground is a
labyrinthine three-dimensional time capsule recording five millennia of bustling prosperity, brutal
war, and remarkable religious innovation that altered the course of human history. A twentieth-
century Israeli poet compared Jerusalem to a terrestrial Atlantis where everything “is submerged
and sunken.”That observation is grounded as much in geology as poetry. Water and stone
define this landscape. During the age of the dinosaurs, the entire Middle East was covered with
a shallow sea. When the marine organisms that made it their home died and collected on the
bottom, the mass eventually hardened into limestone. Each block of Jerusalem’s famed building
material is, in essence, a congealed cemetery.Forty million years of folding and lifting combined
with the tenacious trickle of water rolling down slopes and seeping underground created the
rugged Judean hills above and an intricate world of cracks, crevices, and caves below. One of
those rivulets eventually burst out of the flank of a steep and stony ridge, creating a mysteriously
pulsating but reliable spring. That water source drew permanent settlers about the time that
neighboring Egyptians and Mesopotamians were building the earliest cities and writing the first
stories some five thousand years ago.Another draw was a local rock with almost magical
qualities; soft when extracted, it became tougher when exposed to the elements, and it turns the
color of honey in the slanted rays of day’s end. Along with quarries, residents dug underground
passages to funnel water and waste. As the city above rose, they punctured the surface to insert
cisterns, lay foundations, and carve out tombs.Over millennia the Jerusalem above waxed and
waned, its walls swelling, contracting, or vanishing as its fortunes rose and fell. Yet the territory
beneath relentlessly expanded. An earthquake or an invasion might suddenly cast whole
neighborhoods onto the subterrestrial shore, but most of the accretion came with the mundane
actions of urban life; a first floor filled with debris became a basement, an old cistern turned into
a convenient septic tank.“Jerusalem is lifted on the carnage of its own centuries, layer upon layer
of destruction and daily waste,” wrote British author Colin Thubron. “Age upon age, the city
grows and is buried.”Like the marine organisms that created the limestone, succeeding
generations created new strata. But Jerusalem is not like the abandoned towns, such as nearby



ancient Jericho, dotting the Middle East that left behind high mounds resembling layer cakes,
with the old neatly stacked beneath the more recent. Constant human activities jumbled the
past; a Roman column might be repurposed for a Byzantine church, and stones cut by Jewish
masons two thousand years ago could adorn a medieval mosque. Jerusalem is an old puzzle
that reassembles itself in fresh ways, like the faiths that grew from it.A lack of wood on the barren
hillsides also shaped the growing underground terrain. Without the luxury of cheap and sturdy
beams, architects learned early to span distances with stone vaults and domes. “The knobbiest
town in the world,” said Mark Twain, the itinerant newspaper reporter who arrived in 1867 as part
of one of the first American tour groups. He added that it “looks as if it might be roofed, from
center to circumference, with inverted saucers.”As a result, a succession of invisible arches
came to undergird much of the city. “There is an old Indian saying, that the arch never sleeps,”
noted British archaeologist Charles Warren, who began his excavations the same year Twain
visited. “And as Jerusalem is a system of arches (every house being built of vaulted rooms), it
may be said that the Holy City never sleeps.”Jerusalem is perched ever more precariously on a
succession of ruins, built vault upon vault, bathed in sewage while mounting slowly to
heaven.Ever since Abraham Lincoln was in the White House, when a French explorer broke into
an ancient Jewish tomb, this subterranean realm has sparked riots, threatened to trigger
regional war, and set the entire world on edge.Adventurers seeking the Ark of the Covenant
nearly plunged two empires into chaos in 1911. They rattled the Middle East six decades after
that. When the mayor opened a new exit to a tunnel along the Western Wall in 1996, more than
one hundred people lost their lives. Five years later, a bitter dispute over who would control
Jerusalem’s underground territory led to the collapse of peace talks between Palestinians and
Israelis.Jerusalem “ignites heat in the human breast, a viral fever of zealotry and true belief that
lodged in the DNA of Western civilization,” said American author James Carroll. The search
under its streets during the past century and a half has played a central role in creating the
embattled city of today.This book is about the hunt for the Holy City’s past by a strange and
colorful mix of treasure hunters, scholarly clerics, religious extremists, and secular
archaeologists. They were looking for many things—the Ark, King David’s palace, King
Solomon’s treasure, and even ancient garbage that might reveal something of everyday life. In
so doing, they helped spawn Zionism, create the state of Israel, and undermine efforts to secure
peace between two warring peoples. By digging for the past, they continue to alter the city’s
future.Yet while the compulsion to dig has triggered discord and violence, it may, paradoxically,
provide the way to dissolve the stony tribal rancor that has for so long frustrated the earthly city’s
aspirations for heavenly harmony.Twain and Warren were in the vanguard of a novel kind of
pilgrim in what is the world’s oldest tourist town. Far from any major trade route and lacking a
fertile hinterland, Jerusalem had long welcomed religious believers eager to pray at its myriad
shrines and tombs, seek food and lodging, and buy souvenirs to take home. Faith was and
remains the city’s primary industry.The city was already a thousand years old when a dancing
king is said to have brought the gilded Ark containing the Ten Commandments through its



streets amid a fanfare of lyres, castanets, cymbals, and timbrels. According to the story, David’s
coup provided the centerpiece for a temple—later ruined, rebuilt, and ruined again—that
crowned the city’s acropolis and attracted worshippers from around the region.A dozen
centuries after that, a Roman empress declared that she had found the rock upon which Jesus
was crucified, the cross that bore him up, and the tomb in which he was laid. These discoveries,
barely a third of a mile from the Temple Mount, transformed the site into the holiest place in
Christendom. Nearly four centuries later, a Muslim caliph ordered a magnificent dome built over
another rock, this one on the city’s ruined acropolis, to mark the spot where the prophet
Muhammad was said to have risen into heaven. Even the memory of a holy place has proved a
draw; Jews have long journeyed to the city to lament a vanished temple that once stood on that
same sacred esplanade.The pilgrims who converged on Jerusalem came from six continents
and brought their own distinct languages and traditions, but until the nineteenth century nearly
all shared the goal of praying in a place deemed to be a living link to the divine. Westerners like
Twain and Warren were different. Their goal was less to pray than to find a bygone Jerusalem, a
pious quest that would fashion the city’s future in profound and often violent ways.Given
Jerusalem’s capacity to ignite “heat in the human breast,” it is easy to forget that Westerners had
all but forgotten the earthly city for more than five centuries. That process began when Arab
warriors expelled the last of the European Crusaders—a motley collection of feuding knights,
fortune seekers, and devout Christian wanderers—from their Kingdom of Jerusalem in 1291,
ending nearly two centuries of Holy Land occupation.After that date, the long trek east, always
arduous and expensive, became more dangerous as well. Political upheavals and Arab
memories of Crusader atrocities made Western European Christians, aside from a few monks
and adventurers, scarce in Jerusalem. Medieval mapmakers still placed it at the center of the
world, but in Europe the physical place receded into a metaphor for the human longing to fuse
heaven and earth.At the end of 1516, the guns and artillery of Ottomans triumphed over the
scimitars and lances of Arab cavalry, and Jerusalem fell to a fast-growing empire ruled from
Istanbul by Turkish-speaking Muslims. Less than a year later, a Catholic monk in a distant
German town launched what became the Protestant Reformation.Both the Ottoman victory and
Martin Luther’s challenge to the Catholic Church made Jerusalem slip even more in the Western
mind from city to symbol. The Ottomans spent the next century warring with Catholic Spain and
its allies for control of the Mediterranean Sea, disrupting pilgrimage routes. And among the
growing numbers of Protestants, pilgrimages, like relics and indulgences, quickly fell out of
fashion.“Come let us declare in Zion the word of God,” said the English Puritan William Bradford
as he stepped off the Mayflower in 1620. But it was on the shore of North America rather than
Palestine that he landed. “Jerusalem was, New England is,” wrote the Reverend Samuel
Wakeman succinctly in 1685. Protestants sought to build a New Jerusalem in the New World
rather than conquer that of the Old World. Zions, Mount Zions, and Jerusalems proliferated
across the North American map.As one historian put it, “The Puritans did not need to visit the
Holy Land; they brought Palestine with them.”This lack of ardor for the real Ottoman city held



true for European Jews as well; while the Talmud admonished the Jewish people not to forget
Jerusalem, few actually paid a visit, much less settled there prior to the nineteenth century.
When the Christian monarchs Ferdinand and Isabella expelled Jews from Spain in 1492, far
more relocated to the thriving hubs of Rome and Istanbul than to the more remote Holy City.
Even smaller towns like Safed, north of Jerusalem, attracted larger numbers of Jewish
scholars.The Western enchantment with Jerusalem only revived in 1831, after a progressive
Egyptian regime briefly seized Jerusalem from the Ottomans. The new rulers eased restrictions
on non-Muslims and encouraged visits by foreign Jews and Christians, including Protestant
missionaries. The British government, fearful of growing Russian influence in the region, took
advantage of the opening to appoint the first foreign consul to Jerusalem in 1838. The same
year, a New England theologian and classical scholar named Edward Robinson arrived in the
city. “Obeying an impulse from on High,” he sought to marry scripture with science, and is often
credited with founding the field of biblical archaeology.Robinson’s novel goal was to map biblical
Jerusalem, with the Good Book serving as his guidebook and a telescope and a compass as his
instruments of discovery. He waded through underground tunnels and studied the aboveground
stones along what was known as the Temple Mount to Jews and the Noble Sanctuary to
Muslims. “Here then we have indisputable remains of Jewish antiquity, consisting of an important
portion of the western wall of the ancient temple area,” he wrote.His claims fired the imaginations
of other Westerners. Robinson’s sojourn coincided with an evangelical revival in Britain, Canada,
and the United States called the Second Great Awakening, when Jesus’s return was thought to
be near. Millions of Christians were swept up in a religious fervor that saw Jerusalem as the main
stage for the impending drama of the End Times; the catalyst, many believed, would be the
immigration of Jews to the land of the Bible.For these Protestant evangelicals, the Jews were
necessary tools for redemption, a view that went hand in hand with entrenched anti-Semitism.
Once returned to their ancient homeland, they would cast off their antique and misguided
notions and accept Jesus as their savior, setting the wheels in motion for the Day of Judgment.
Anthony Ashley Cooper, Seventh Earl of Shaftesbury and a leading British evangelical, viewed
the Jews as “not a people, but a mass Error” waiting to be corrected, according to historian
Barbara Tuchman. In July 1840, he wrote that “everything seems ripe for their return to
Palestine.”Three months later, a British fleet bombarded the Mediterranean coast, expelling the
Egyptians from the region. The Ottoman sultan subsequently permitted other Europeans to open
consulates in Jerusalem to serve the growing trickle of visitors and pilgrims from their nations.
Russia, Britain, France, Prussia, and Austria-Hungary at the time were busy absorbing peoples
and territories across Africa and Asia. Ottoman lands represented the century’s most coveted
colonial prize, and Jerusalem lay at its heart.Amid these religious and political developments,
radical scientific ideas were beginning to sweep Europe and North America. The same month
that the Egyptians conquered Jerusalem, a young naturalist named Charles Darwin set out on
his round-the-world expedition on the HMS Beagle. He took with him the first volume of British
geologist Charles Lyell’s work challenging the biblical claim that the world was six thousand



years old and that Noah’s flood had covered the whole planet. The journey would lead to his
theory of biological evolution contradicting scripture’s version of human origins.The new
discipline of archaeology also had begun to gnaw away at long-held beliefs. Excavators
unearthed ancient civilizations in the Middle East that seemed to predate the biblical patriarchs
and translated clay tablets that told familiar stories—such as that of Noah’s flood—heretically
suggesting the biblical authors cribbed from older sources. For devout and conservative
scholars like Robinson, however, the tools of science could be used to counter religious
skepticism among American and European academics that was rapidly spreading to the
public.In the 1850s, a Christian missionary from Virginia heard “the citizens of Jerusalem tell
marvelous tales about its subterranean passages, galleries, and halls.” An Ottoman official
explained to him that “ancient Jerusalem was several strata below the superficies of the present
city; and that it would be interesting to explore the magnificent subterranean remains of the
gorgeous palaces of King David, Solomon, and various other monarchs of former times—could
an entrance but be effected.”Finding such remains might do more than verify biblical accounts
and push back the tide of scriptural skepticism; they might also make one famous and rich.
Ancient texts and persistent legends suggested that hoards of gold, silver, and gems were still
hidden in Jerusalem’s depths, including objects as famous as the Ark. These dual dreams of
discovering objects of spiritual significance as well as material wealth would power Jerusalem
excavations into the twenty-first century.It wasn’t until the fall of 1863, just months after Robinson
died, that the first official archaeological expedition arrived in Jerusalem. Led by a French
senator and devout Catholic who was a former artillery officer, the dig created a worldwide
sensation and an international scandal. Britons, Germans, Russians, and Americans followed in
his wake. The race was on to uncover biblical Jerusalem; the Holy City was no longer a pious
metaphor but an enticing destination promising spiritual as well as earthly adventure.“There is
no place I so much desire to see as Jerusalem,” Lincoln told his wife a year after the first
excavation took place in the city, and moments before an assassin’s bullet left him mortally
wounded on Good Friday in 1865.The first sight of the city that Lincoln, had he lived, would have
encountered often drove even cynics and skeptics to their knees. “It was indeed Jerusalem,”
related the nineteenth-century Irish writer Eliot Warburton when he laid eyes on its distant
domes and steeples. “And had the Holy City risen before us in its palmiest days of magnificence
and glory, it could not have created deeper emotion, or been gazed at more earnestly or with
intense interest.”Upon entering the gates, however, visitors found a warren of winding alleys,
steep stairs, and uneven pavement smelling of garlic and spices with strong notes of human and
animal waste, all encircled by a wall enclosing an area only a quarter of the size of New York’s
Central Park. Jerusalem was essentially an Arab medieval town far removed from the Sunday-
school city of Jewish prophets and palaces.Ecstatic enthusiasm invariably was followed by
disappointment and even revulsion. “How false it all is!” exclaimed the French novelist Gustave
Flaubert during his 1850 visit. “How crudely painted it is, how cheap looking, how varnished,
made for exploitation, for propaganda, and for displaying merchandise! The Holy City of three



religions is rotting away from boredom, dejection, and neglect.”Seven years later, a
disenchanted Herman Melville found “the color of the whole city is grey and looks at you like a
cold grey eye in a cold old man.” A decade after that, Mark Twain described a feeling just short of
contempt. “Rags, poverty, and dirt” was how he summed up the place. “Jerusalem is mournful,
dreary, and lifeless.” One of the most progressive Americans of his day, Twain scorned the Holy
Land’s populace as “ignorant, depraved, superstitious, dirty, lousy, thieving vagabonds,” adding
memorably, “Christ been once—never come again.”Such harsh assessments by perceptive
writers reflect more than disdain for a dusty city lacking sewers, streetlights, and nightlife.
Jerusalem’s unforgivable sin was that it failed to live up to its legendary role as the sacred abode
of wise kings, ascetic prophets, and robed priests tending to animal sacrifices. It certainly didn’t
seem a worthy setting for the Second Coming or Last Judgment.In his 1876 travel guide, the
German publisher Karl Baedeker tried to prepare tourists for the inevitable letdown. “It would
seem at first as though little were left of the ancient city of Zion and Moriah, the far-famed capital
of the Jewish empire; and little of it indeed is to be discovered in the narrow, crooked, ill-paved,
and dirty streets of the modern town.”This view had the peculiar effect of making the actual city
an obstacle to rather than a source of religious inspiration. While traditional pilgrims engaged
with the living city packed with ancient shrines, the European and American newcomers were
primarily concerned with that which was dead and buried. Melville was put off by what he
observed above, but he was intrigued by the “strata of cities buried under the present surface of
Jerusalem.” Baedeker explained that “only by patiently penetrating beneath the modern crust of
rubbish and rottenness which shrouds the sacred places from view” would travelers reach “the
Jerusalem of antiquity.”The goal of the typical European traveler was, after all, not to visit the
actual Ottoman city called al-Quds, Jerusalem’s Arabic name, which means “the Holy One.” It
was, instead, to find “a timeless place in which events of the biblical past continued to be taking
place despite the passage of centuries,” concluded the historian Issam Nassar. “It was as if the
journey to the city was a voyage to the past.” What lay aboveground could therefore be
dismissed as counterfeit, and the city’s longtime residents—Muslim, Christian, or Jewish—could
be brushed off as modern-day interlopers.Twain had a Bible inscribed with “Jerusalem” in
Hebrew for his mother, but he never returned. The city of the present might not be worth a
second visit, but that of scripture was eternal. If, as Baedeker said, “the far-famed capital of the
Jewish empire” was not to be found along the “dirty streets of the modern town,” then perhaps it
could be found beneath them.part i“You see, it’s like this. They own the land, just the mere land,
and that’s all they do own; but it was our folks, our Jews and Christians, that made it holy, and so
they haven’t any business to be there defiling it. It’s a shame, and we ought not to stand it a
minute. We ought to march against them and take it away from them.”—Mark Twain, Tom Sawyer
Abroad1A Moment of InsanityHenceforth we will approach the Holy Land not by brandishing our
sword, but with Bible and pen in hand.—Ernest VinetOn the bright morning of December 8,
1863, a dapper fifty-six-year-old European stood nervously smoking in a vast sunken courtyard
that faced Jerusalem’s grandest tomb. In his well-tailored waistcoat, high-collared shirt, and silk



cravat, Louis-Félicien Joseph Caignart de Saulcy would not have looked out of place at a
Parisian gallery or court soiree.The French senator and confidant of Emperor Napoleon III
anxiously waited for word of a momentous discovery that he believed would rock the world, and
make the former soldier from a provincial town both rich and famous.When his assistant
emerged covered in dust from the small square hole leading into the tomb, de Saulcy knew with
a glance that the news was good. “An intact sarcophagus! And an inscription!” the man
exclaimed, trying to keep his voice low to avoid attracting the attention of the Arab workers
lounging nearby. “This is the most beautiful jewel in your crown!”Earlier that morning, while de
Saulcy was still asleep inside the city walls, an Arab worker named Antoun Abou-Saouin had
been examining the deepest part of the ancient catacombs. He traced a seam in the rock that
revealed the outline of a hidden door. A member of the excavation team rushed through the olive
groves and into the city to roust de Saulcy from his hotel bed with the electrifying news. The
senator had dressed quickly but punctiliously in a room littered with crates of ancient pottery and
glass vessels, then made his way along crooked alleys to Damascus Gate.De Saulcy had
walked briskly through the crenellated portal and followed a dusty path to a broad set of worn
stone stairs his workers had cleared the week before. These led to an open square plaza dug
out of the rock that was large enough to contain two tennis courts. At one end stood a battered
but graceful portico bathed in the golden morning light, finely decorated in intricately carved
grape bunches and wreaths, towering over one end of the empty space. The sole entrance into
the tomb was a small door on the left side of the portico. In antiquity it had been closed with an
enormous rolling stone operated using an ingenious system of weights.In a city thick with
graves, this was Jerusalem’s most magnificent burial complex. A second-century CE Greek
geographer rated it the world’s most beautiful tomb after that of Mausolus, the eastern Anatolia
monument that was one of the seven wonders of the ancient world and bequeathed us the term
“mausoleum.” At least since medieval times, the Jerusalem site had been revered as the Tomb of
the Kings, though which kings was a matter of dispute.The French senator believed he had
solved the mystery.As he had entered the courtyard, de Saulcy assumed a nonchalant air. The
Arab landowner and local workers were there, and he didn’t want to raise their suspicions. If
word leaked of the discovery, there might be unwelcome complications; the landowner certainly
would want the third of the treasure that he would be owed by local tradition. So the Frenchman
had loitered casually, ostensibly to have a smoke, while three French members of the team went
below. They used iron pliers to wrench open the door exposed by Abou-Saouin.De Saulcy was
tall, with a high forehead framed by swept-back graying hair and a meticulously groomed
Vandyke. When his assistant emerged from the tomb with the news that the secret chamber was
accessible, he maintained his composure, strolling casually to the entrance before bending low
to duck through the small entrance. Once out of sight, he quickly threaded his way through a
maze of rock-cut rooms while his assistant scrambled to keep up.Large arched niches designed
to hold shrouded corpses lined the dark labyrinth, along with smaller triangular alcoves that once
held flickering oil lamps. Bits of stone littered the floor, remains from Arab, Ottoman, British, and



French tomb raiders who had smashed stone coffins in their search for treasure. Breathing hard
from his sprint through the stuffy space, the senator stepped through the newly opened door. It
led into a square rough-hewn space dominated by a pale-white limestone casket.“We finally had
found our burial chamber,” de Saulcy later wrote. “How joyful I was!”It was a death that led him to
the tomb. A military officer from the northeastern city of Metz, de Saulcy studied engineering and
eventually was transferred to Paris to serve as curator of the nation’s artillery museum. This left
him time to pursue his passion for old coins, which led him to archaeology and the history of the
Holy Land.When his young wife died suddenly in 1850, de Saulcy left Paris to tour the eastern
Mediterranean and busy himself with the ancient past. “It would be no advantage to science
were we to tread again the beaten paths already traced by hundreds of tourists,” he wrote a
friend as he left Paris that fall. “Mystery and danger sufficed to fix my resolution, and I
determined to proceed at once to Jerusalem.”During de Saulcy’s first visit to Palestine, he had
explored the passages of the Tomb of the Kings and recovered a few broken pieces of a
sarcophagus lid, which he donated to the Louvre. In subsequent years, the amateur scholar
grew ever more certain that this subterranean realm hid the final resting place of the early
monarchs of Judah, including King David and his son Solomon. It was widely believed that they
had lived some three thousand years ago.In the Bible, the Israelite leader David was credited
with conquering Jerusalem from a people called the Jebusites. David united the tribes of Judea
in the south with those of Israel to the north, establishing Jerusalem, which lay on the northern
end of Judea, as his capital. Solomon then built a short-lived but mighty empire that channeled
enormous riches to the city and drew distinguished visitors, such as the queen of Sheba.At its
heart was an elaborate temple built by foreign artisans to house the Ark of the Covenant. When
these early kings were laid to rest, the scripture said it was within “the City of David”—
presumably, inside the walls of Jerusalem. The site apparently survived at least until the first
century CE. “Fellow Israelites,” Jesus’s apostle Peter said in the Christian New Testament, “I can
tell you confidently that the patriarch David died and was buried, and his tomb is here to this
day.”Legends of fantastic treasure secreted in the tombs had circulated for millennia. In the time
of Jesus, the Roman Jewish historian Josephus wrote of the “great and immense wealth” buried
with Solomon. He reported that when the city was besieged by a Greek army centuries earlier, a
Judean high priest had plundered three thousand talents—a king’s ransom—from just one room
of the sepulcher to buy off the invaders.Josephus also said that Herod the Great, who ruled
Judea a generation before Jesus, was desperate for cash to finance his renovation of the city’s
temple, so he “opened another room, and took away a great deal of money.” The king did not
disturb the coffins of his predecessors, however, “for their bodies were buried under the earth so
artfully, that they did not appear to even those that entered into their monuments.”Tales of divine
retribution went hand in hand with those describing fabulous riches. Elsewhere, Josephus
related that when two of Herod’s grave robbers approached the coffins, they were slain when “a
flame burst out upon those that went in.” A similar story was popular in medieval times. A
Christian cleric hired two Jewish workers to fix a damaged building in the city, and they stumbled



on a secret passage that led to a hall with marble columns and a golden crown and scepter on a
table. When a strong wind and loud voices arose, they fled and vowed never to return.By
contrast, de Saulcy longed for a dozen years to probe the Tomb of the Kings more thoroughly.
His public goal was to discredit the theory put forward by the American biblical explorer Edward
Robinson, who argued that the early Judean leaders were buried on the opposite side of the city
on what was called Mount Zion. His private passion was to find the long-lost wealth of Solomon.
Lacking the connections and resources required for such an ambitious project, however, he had
to bide his time.De Saulcy’s luck changed when he met and married the daughter of a French
diplomat, a woman who also was a close friend of Empress Eugénie. This vaulted him into the
midst of the reconstituted French court. Soon he was spending hours discussing the Roman
Empire with the empress’s husband, the Caesar-obsessed emperor Napoleon III, a nephew of
Napoleon Bonaparte. De Saulcy accompanied the French ruler on trips as far afield as Iceland,
and convinced him to support excavations in France to link the glory of the Roman past to the
present-day regime.In 1859, as Darwin published On the Origin of Species in Britain, the
emperor appointed de Saulcy senator; three years later he awarded him the Legion of Honor.
The same year, he traveled with the emperor to the site of a decisive battle between Romans
and Gauls outside Paris; Napoleon III ordered an elaborate monument built to commemorate the
event, and personally cleaned a gold-and-silver Roman vase recently unearthed there. In
France, as was later true in the Holy Land, politics and archaeology were intimately
intertwined.The senator used his newfound influence to launch an expedition to the Middle East
that included a military mapmaker, a skilled photographer, and several distinguished French
scholars. With “the appreciation of the emperor,” the mission was funded with 20,000 francs,
roughly the equivalent of about $100,000 today, drawn from the Ministry of Public Education.
That was nearly a quarter of the ministry’s annual budget.Since the sixteenth century, the
Ottoman Empire had granted France the role of protector of Christian holy places in the Holy
Land, largely to annoy its Spanish and Italian enemies. The French embassy in the empire’s
capital of Istanbul—the conquered Byzantine center of Constantinople—secured written
approval from Sultan Abdulaziz allowing de Saulcy to conduct excavations. It was the first official
dig permit issued for Jerusalem, and by a man whose titles included Caesar of the Roman
Empire.Now, standing in the dim light of candles held by his assistant, de Saulcy caught his
breath as he took in the burial chamber. He saw two inscriptions cut into the side of the stone
casket. He hurriedly copied the letters, which seemed to be Hebrew, into his notebook and was
stunned to recognize one word repeated twice—melek, an ancient word for king. “I clung with all
my strength to the hope that I had my hand on the tomb of a king of Judah,” he recalled.When de
Saulcy glanced up from his scribbling, he noticed that the cover of the sarcophagus was still
sealed irregularly with what appeared to be ancient cement. It was rare to find a Holy Land
casket that had not been plundered. He backed out of the chamber and made his way up to the
courtyard, using the time to come up with a plan. His immediate goal was to convince the Arab
landowner, who was still in the dark about the find, to leave the scene so that he could complete



his historic discovery free of interference.De Saulcy asked the man to personally take a note to
two of his colleagues within the walled city. The message—written in French and not
comprehensible to the messenger—begged them to come with all haste to the tomb. Along with
the note, he handed the delighted landowner a five-franc coin emblazoned with the profile of the
emperor. This guaranteed at least a half hour for the team to examine the contents of the
sarcophagus without being disturbed.To ensure that no one hindered the operation, he gave a
pocket pistol to Captain Charles Gelis, the team’s cartographer. De Saulcy ordered him to use it
on the first intruder. “I had a moment of insanity,” he later admitted. Gelis laughed but stashed the
weapon in his coat. Then they rushed back down to the chamber, which was now crowded with
a dozen people and heavy with heat and humidity.The men gathered wood and hay bales on
one side of the sarcophagus, unsealed the lid with pocket knives, and flipped the heavy stone
top onto the pile “without making a scratch.” Within the casket lay a “well-preserved skeleton, the
head resting on a cushion.” The skull had collapsed into itself and the bones of the feet had
fallen to the side “as a result of the decomposition of the flesh.” But the arms were still crossed
over the pubic bone. The deceased proved to be a diminutive five-foot-three-inch female.De
Saulcy directed Gelis to recover what was left of the head. “He slid his hands delicately as he
could under the skull, and instantly everything caved in and disappeared as if by magic, leaving
at the bottom of the casket nothing but a long patch of brownish soil mixed with splinters of
bone.” As the men watched, “everything else vanished in the blink of an eye.”The French
explorer was devastated. “That was all! Not a piece of jewelry, not a ring, not a necklace,” he
wrote. “Nothing, absolutely nothing.”That is when he spotted the gold, though not in the form or
quantity de Saulcy might have wished. Thousands of thin and twisted gold threads lay at the
bottom of the casket, presumably part of a gold band lining the shroud that had been made of a
coarse linen fabric, “of which some stitches survived on a small fragment of flat bone.” He had
the team collect the threads as well as all the human remains—mostly a brown soil in the lower
half of the casket—for detailed study back in France.De Saulcy then dispatched one of his
assistants to bring the French consul, Edmond de Barrère, to the tomb so he could authenticate
“the importance of my discovery.” By the time the consul arrived around noon, “the whole world
was assembled.” Despite the senator’s attempts to keep his secret, word of the find spread like
wildfire across town. Within an hour, “all Jerusalem was informed.” The Frenchman sent a
message to the Ottoman governor of the city, alerting him to the news and informing him
imperiously that he planned to “take my sarcophagus to Paris.”Barrère descended to the
chamber to examine the find. After the inspection, de Saulcy ordered the tomb closed, and the
consul went back to his office to draw up an affidavit confirming the discovery. The next day, the
ten French members of the team gathered at the consulate to sign the document, which became
Jerusalem’s first formal archaeological report.De Saulcy’s brief dig failed to find treasure, but it
would spark a religious revolt that quickly turned into a media tempest reaching as far as North
America. The uproar would launch a European race to recover the biblical secrets locked
beneath the Holy City.In the 1860s, archaeology was a novel discipline not far removed from its



far older cousin, tomb robbing. Digging for treasure had long been a profession in the Ottoman
region known as Palestine. In a harsh land where animals and plants had to be carefully tended,
the buried past offered an alluringly quick and lucrative harvest.“There are certain men who
spend nearly all their lives in seeking for kanûz—hidden treasures,” wrote the English traveler
Mary Eliza Rogers the year before de Saulcy’s excavation. “Some of them become maniacs,
desert their families, and though they are often so poor that they beg their way from door to door,
and from village to village, they believe themselves to be rich.” She also encountered treasure
necromancers, often women, credited with the ability to see what lay concealed beneath the
earth. But such activities typically took place in remote areas or under cover of darkness.The
sight of a haughty Christian foreigner disturbing a venerated grave in broad daylight scandalized
Jerusalem’s Jewish community, which made up roughly half of the city’s population of less than
twenty thousand. On November 19, three weeks before he found the sarcophagus and the same
day that Lincoln gave his Gettysburg Address, the city’s Hebrew-language newspaper,
Halebanon, reported on de Saulcy’s initial rummaging in the tomb: “This month, an important
Frenchman, de Saulcy, came to Jerusalem with a letter from the sultan that allowed him to dig
everywhere he wants and take whatever he finds, and no one can stand up to him.” The article
complained that “he did not respect the dignity of the bones. He took them out and threw them
away. He could not care less. He cleared the entire cave without leaving anything inside.”The
outrage extended across religious lines. “Even the Muslims are upset because of this
wickedness, for they respect the dead just like Jews and they sanctify Jewish cemeteries,” the
report noted. Several Arab families were angry for an additional reason: they claimed ownership
of parts of the site and demanded payment. When one man confronted de Saulcy and insisted
on a thousand piasters for the work to proceed, the offended senator offered instead “a hundred
whacks with my walking stick.”This was not out of character. One contemporary scholar
described de Saulcy as someone who lived “in an atmosphere of perpetual dispute.” The
senator also derided the city’s Jewish residents as “the most idle population of all those on
earth,” noting that they gathered in small groups each day to watch the excavation from above.
They watched his workers dump baskets of bones in the open courtyard. He insisted these were
not Jewish at all, but the partially cremated remains of Roman soldiers. This did little to ease the
onlookers’ distress.“I did not want my research to be hampered at any cost, so in agreement
with the owners of the land, I forbade access to everyone, including Christians, Muslims and
Jews,” he said. Two of the fierce Sudanese who guarded the city’s most sacred Muslim site, the
Noble Sanctuary—what Jews called the Temple Mount—were assigned to bar entry to anyone
without de Saulcy’s authorization.The growing antipathy toward the French dig put the governor,
Mehmed Khurshid, in a bind. Though a modest-sized town of little economic consequence,
Jerusalem was fast becoming one of the empire’s most sensitive posts. Khurshid had been
personally appointed by Sultan Abdulaziz, who controlled an empire that stretched from the
Adriatic Sea to the Persian Gulf. An experienced diplomat, he had been on the job as the
district’s pasha, or governor, for only six months.His primary task was to keep peace in a city



split among its three main religious communities, and in particular to maintain comity among the
unruly Christian sects. A second and increasingly important goal was to maintain cordial
relations with the European nations and the United States that had recently established
consulates to serve visitors from their respective nations. These consulates also provided
convenient bases for spying on the Ottomans and each other.At first, the pasha had brushed
aside the complaints. De Saulcy, after all, had the ear of an emperor and the decree of a sultan.
He was a personal favorite of Napoleon III, a vital Ottoman ally and a devout Catholic. A few
years before, the sultan had presented the French leader with the Crusader church of Saint
Anne in Jerusalem as a gift for his assistance in fending off Russian advances in the Crimean
Peninsula.But the December discovery of the sarcophagus set off a new and more vehement
round of protests that was difficult to ignore. Members of the dominant Jewish community made
up of what were called Sephardim, originally from Spain and Arab-speaking countries, bribed a
guard so they could inspect the tomb site and verify the rumors. “They saw how human bones
were tossed on the ground,” according to a newspaper account. The horrified men rushed back
to Jerusalem to complain to their chief rabbi, who took the grievance to the pasha.Khurshid
immediately set out for the tomb with a retinue that included the rabbi. According to the report,
de Saulcy was infuriated by the Jewish opposition. “If he saw a Jew after that, he would throw
stones and dust at him,” the report claimed. But “all the difficulties seemed to have been ironed
out,” the senator noted confidently in his journal after the meeting. “What is certain,” he added, “is
that I will not leave Jerusalem until my sarcophagus is in a safe place.”Violence flared briefly
when Ashkenazi Jews, more recent immigrants from Germany and Russia, tried to enter the site
by force but were driven off by the Sudanese guards and workers. Halebanon stated that the
pasha had stationed his own servants outside the tomb “to stone any Jew who gets close to the
site.”Meanwhile, the governor politely evaded de Saulcy’s demand for permission to export the
artifact. “What tribulations, to be denied possession of what I already own by right!” the senator
sulked in his journal entry from December 10. The comment underscored his unshakable
conviction that Jerusalem’s ancient heritage belonged not to those who lived in and ruled there,
but to foreigners like himself.That afternoon, de Saulcy went to the tomb to oversee his workers’
removal of the heavy stone box from its small chamber. “It’s a diabolical job,” he noted.On
December 14, de Saulcy’s mood was as foul as the cold and rainy weather that had set in. He
had planned to leave Jerusalem two days earlier, but still had no word from the Ottoman
governor. At 1:00 p.m. he received a note that Khurshid was on his way to the hotel. “I barely had
time to prepare the lemonade, coffee, and cigars,” de Saulcy groused. But it proved worth the
trouble. “Our interview concluded well,” he wrote later. The Ottoman pasha had reassured his
prickly visitor that “tomorrow everything definitely would be settled.”A few hours later, however,
Jewish rabbis presented Khurshid with a formal petition opposing de Saulcy’s activities and
warned that they intended to complain in writing to Istanbul’s chief rabbi. While de Saulcy was an
important representative of a strategic ally, the pasha could ill afford to alienate several thousand
Jewish residents, who now made up roughly half of Jerusalem’s citizens. Nor could he anger



their influential supporters in Istanbul and European capitals. The delicate situation required
careful statecraft.Khurshid was all too familiar with the way minor incidents could explode into
sectarian violence. A former general, he had been in Lebanon in 1860 when simmering tensions
among ethnic groups erupted into a bloody civil war that drew the armed intervention of
Europeans to protect the Christian population. Later he was part of the delegation led by the
Ottoman foreign minister that brokered a fragile peace. This gave him useful experience. Caught
between the rabbis and the French courtier, the pasha played for time. Once again he
postponed his decision on the export of the sarcophagus.The senator was also a military man,
though of a far different temper. “Monsieur de Saulcy seemed made to live and die a soldier,”
one colleague later said. “Everything about his exterior, his demeanor, his way of acting and
speaking, was military.” Khurshid’s delay moved him to fury. He delivered a written ultimatum to
the governor demanding a final decision by 10:00 a.m. the next day.There was no telegraph
office in Jerusalem, and correspondence was delivered only once a week. “As tomorrow is mail
day for France, I want the pasha to know that I will write to the emperor if necessary if he doesn’t
reply in my favor,” he confided to his journal.That afternoon he huddled with the consul and his
staff to discuss options. “I am ready to remove my find by force,” he told Barrère. It was no bluff.
De Saulcy “always had the sword close to his pen,” a colleague once said of him. The alarmed
diplomat tried to dissuade him from rash action. Less than a decade earlier, a dispute among
Christian clerics in Bethlehem had drawn the attention of Napoleon III and his bitter opponent,
the Russian czar. Soon after, Russia invaded the Ottoman Empire, igniting the vicious Crimean
War. British and French troops joined Ottoman forces to defeat a Russian invasion, but at a
terrible cost. The consul had no interest in sparking an international conflict over an old
casket.When word came that the pasha required until noon the following day to “reflect” on the
matter, a furious de Saulcy decamped to his hotel and “prepared to write directly to the Emperor,
to the Minister of Public Education, and to the Marquis de Moustier, our Ambassador in
Constantinople.”De Saulcy attended Catholic mass the next morning at the Franciscan
monastery. After lunch, shivering in his hotel room on another cold and wet day, he finally
received the pasha’s answer. The senator’s threats had proved effective. Khurshid agreed to let
him depart with the sarcophagus, but he asked the Frenchman to provide three thousand
piasters to the Arab landowners to quiet their concerns. De Saulcy agreed, then fretted over how
to get the heavy object to the Mediterranean port of Jaffa, which was a long day’s journey to the
west. “Will we have to cut it into pieces?” he wondered.After a week, the dreary weather gave
way to warm sun, and on December 19, de Saulcy paid a farewell visit to the pasha, who was no
doubt relieved to see the last of this troublesome excavator. Two days later, the disassembled
sarcophagus, sawed into sections, was loaded onto a half-dozen camels and sent to Jaffa, the
first step in its journey to the Louvre. De Saulcy departed the following day, paying a last visit to
the Tomb of the Kings on his way out of town.Just outside Jerusalem, he encountered five
horsemen sent by a “learned society in England.” Led by an English clergyman and ornithologist
named Henry Baker Tristram, an early supporter of Darwin’s theory of evolution, the group had



the twin goals of cataloging the area’s natural history and pinpointing the location of biblical
sites. They seemed, he said, “a little disappointed” to learn that de Saulcy’s team had beat them
to the punch. “I comforted them as best I could, assuring them that there was still good work to
be done.”Making topographical maps and charting resources were the opening act by
competing European powers like France and Britain in their campaigns to expand colonial
possessions across Africa and Asia. The strange twist in the Holy Land was that the new tools of
science would be turned to study and then claim the biblical past as well.As the city’s domes
vanished behind him, de Saulcy could not know he had launched a new era in which the search
for that past would define a European struggle to gain Jerusalem as a central jewel in various
colonial crowns. From that moment until the present, excavations would be an essential
component in that effort to control the city, and the threat of protests, violence, and even war
would haunt each dig.Not long after the sarcophagus and the senator sailed from Jaffa on a
steamship, a German-born Protestant missionary named Conrad Schick rode past the Tomb of
the Kings; he would soon emerge as one of Jerusalem’s leading archaeologists. Schick reported
that he saw “a number of Jews—men and women, old and young—busy carrying buckets of
earth etc. taken out by M. De Saulcy into the chambers where it had been before.” He stopped to
ask them why they were doing this. “The Messiah will now come,” one man explained, adding
that “it was their duty to bring the dust of former bodies into the tomb again.”Jerusalem’s
governor had managed to rid himself of de Saulcy and to assuage the concerns of Arab
landowners, but the Frenchman’s departure did not satisfy the outraged Jewish community. Its
leading rabbis immediately turned to their allies in Istanbul as well as Europe, shrewdly targeting
Napoleon III’s two primary foes—Britain and Russia.On December 25, as Western Christians
celebrated Christmas, the rabbis delivered an impassioned letter to the British consul, “throwing
ourselves at your feet” to protest “French subjects, who have dared to unearth the bones of our
ancestors…in one of our most respected places.” They complained that a sarcophagus
inscribed with what they believed were Hebrew letters had been cut to pieces and human
remains were thrown away as if so much trash.“It is an operation that we have never before
heard of, in any part of the world, to dig up the bones of the dead in a city considered holy by all
nations and powers,” the rabbis wrote. They pleaded, “in the name of H.M. Queen Victoria,” for
help in protecting their burials and halting the export of the casket, which was then at Jaffa. The
same day, the rabbis delivered a similar request for help to Jerusalem’s Russian consul, asking
for the intervention of the French emperor’s other foe, Czar Alexander II.A courier also was sent
to Beirut with a letter that was then telegraphed to the president of the Universal Israelite
Alliance in Paris, as well as to the French capital’s chief rabbi. “We beg you to intervene with all
your influence and intercede with the sultan in order that a stop may be put to this desecration,”
read the message. European Jews expressed their concern to the Ottoman grand vizier, who
served as the sultan’s prime minister. He promptly ordered the Jerusalem governor to forbid
“further profanation of the remains of the saints.” The sultan himself pledged that “no one in the
future would be able to dig Jewish graves without the permission of the chief rabbi,” according to



Halebanon.The British consul forwarded the rabbis’ complaint to the British foreign secretary on
January 6, 1864. He dismissed the Jewish claims as lacking “validity,” noting that the site was
owned by a Muslim family and “no Jewish shrine of any description existed on the spot.” The
consul was more alarmed by a French discovery of “high interest and importance.” The Middle
East was a source of tension between the French and British; a French company was digging
the Suez Canal in nearby Egypt, and politicians in London feared it would allow Napoleon III to
dominate the region and threaten the fragile new British Raj in India.The British press, always
eager to highlight what it deemed French perfidy, fanned a local controversy into a global
scandal. The same day that the letters were sent to the consuls in Jerusalem, London’s Jewish
Chronicle published a disturbing report from Rabbi Chaim Zvi Schneersohn of Jerusalem. He
wrote “with trembling hands and broken loins” to proclaim “evil tidings” of “the misdeed wrought
in the Holy Land.”The rabbi said residents had learned that “a great and distinguished man” from
France “was routing out everything” in the Tomb of the Kings. “Woe, woe, that such things should
occur in our days,” he added. The bodies of the “righteous dead kings and princes who have
peaceably slept in the ground for 2000 years…were thrown forth from their graves like
abominated offal. Alas, alas, the despoiler has entered our borders and carried off the bones of
our fathers.”The governor had explained to the city’s Jews that de Saulcy had full approval from
the sultan in Istanbul to conduct the excavation, a fact that Schneersohn found “incredible.” He
didn’t claim that the tomb held the kings of ancient Judah; instead, he said the tombs were those
of later Jewish judges, holy men, and wealthy patricians. He noted bitterly that Muslims had
mocked the Christian desecration of Jewish bones, saying, “Look how the uncircumcised make
sport of the remains of your fathers.”On January 21, 1864, the influential London Times
published an extract from the telegram under the ironic headline “French Protection of the Holy
Places,” a play on the ancient French claim as defender of sacred Christian sites in Jerusalem.
The damning report stunned European scholars.There was no love lost between de Saulcy and
his academic colleagues, who considered him, at best, an amateur. His assertions that the walls
around the Noble Sanctuary dated to the time of Solomon and that Damascus Gate was “a
superbly Jewish construction” were dismissed by many scholars as wholly inaccurate. Even de
Saulcy’s grasp of his specialty, ancient coins, was suspect.“A credulous enthusiast, a shallow
scholar, a questionable quoter, a perverter of holy writ to suit his own mistaken views, never
even right by accident, and always wrong through ignorance or design” was how one merciless
colleague viewed him. His frequent bouts of obstinance, he added, led to “a lavish expenditure
of ink, argument, and temper.”Nevertheless, public attacks on a distinguished archaeologist, no
matter how incompetent, prompted academics to leap to his defense. A Cambridge University
professor wrote to the Times “to refute the charge of rifling the sarcophagus and scattering the
bones.” He added in his January 26 letter that his French friend was “utterly incapable of such
sacrilegious vandalism.”The well-meaning apologia only gave legs to the debate. The Times
published a rebuttal to the professor’s claim on February 1 under the eye-catching headline
“Desecrations at Jerusalem,” quoting Schneersohn’s letter. Two days later, an Italian engineer



who had worked for years in Jerusalem rejected the rabbi’s “unjust attack upon a distinguished
antiquary.”But public opinion turned against de Saulcy. “A shameless profanation,” thundered
one letter to the Times. Other British, Canadian, and American newspapers gleefully spread the
story that a senior member of Napoleon III’s court was guilty of robbing the tombs of the Bible’s
most famous kings.This withering criticism earned only scorn from the senator, who accused the
British of rank hypocrisy. After all, they had ripped the frieze from Athens’s Parthenon and
extracted massive statues from Iraq’s Nineveh “to enrich” the “splendid British Museum.” He
complained that “there have been no invectives, no insults, no curses not lavished on me in the
newspapers of England,” angrily adding that “I am denounced as a tomb violator, a shameless
defiler.”In Paris, de Saulcy was warmly received by the court and by Louvre curators on his
January 28, 1864, return. Napoleon III ruthlessly suppressed information; he had shut down
hundreds of newspapers and journals and censored those few that remained. There would be
no hint of dishonor attached to a man married to one of the empress’s attendants who had
become a personal favorite of the emperor. The empress herself described de Saulcy as a “well-
known antiquarian,” and he had brought back a spectacular find for public display. British
criticism was dismissed as envy.De Saulcy quickly set to work translating the inscriptions. What
he assumed was the word for “king” turned out instead to mean “queen.” This last fitted with the
results of the bone analysis, which determined the tomb’s occupant was a “young Semitic
female.” With no other evidence, de Saulcy declared her to be the consort of a Judean ruler from
the seventh century BCE.It was a controversial conclusion. “There are people who would be
frightened to find themselves alone holding an opinion on so important a matter,” a French
colleague noted sardonically. “This did not bother Mr. de Saulcy.”Scholars of Semitic languages
scoffed at the senator’s analysis. They agreed that the word “queen” was used twice, but the
proper name given was enigmatic. They also noted that the script was not in Hebrew but in
Aramaic, a cousin tongue that only came into wide use in Jerusalem much later. In addition, they
dated the architecture of the tomb and the sarcophagus to the era of Jesus. By then, de Saulcy’s
biblical queen would have been dead for at least six centuries.Most of the academics who
studied de Saulcy’s discoveries concluded that the casket and bones belonged to Queen
Helena of Adiabene, a royal Jewish convert from a small kingdom in today’s Iraq who settled in
Jerusalem in the first century CE. According to the Roman Jewish historian Josephus, she fed
the city’s poor during a famine and eventually was buried in a tomb three furlongs from
Jerusalem. His description seemed to fit the complex.Eventually, de Saulcy grudgingly accepted
that he was wrong; Queen Helena might have been royal, but she was not Judean and had lived
long after the demise of the Davidic line of kings.By then, however, his initial and sensational
claim had captured the European, Canadian, and American imagination even as it had sparked
outrage. For the first time, an object that a scholar had claimed to be associated with the biblical
past was on public display. The British Museum might boast of its elegant marbles from the
pagan Parthenon, but to see physical evidence from the days of scripture, you had to go to the
French capital. Visitors flocked to the new exhibit.“The monument, unique in its kind, has arrived



at the Louvre, together with other antiquities found during the expedition,” a Scottish journal
noted in April 1864. “The whole is destined to form a Hebrew museum, on the interest of which
we need not enlarge.” The same month, London’s Morning Chronicle ridiculed de Saulcy’s
“pseudo-discoveries” and the exhibit’s “marvelous assumption” that the casket on display was
“nothing less than the identical sarcophagus of King David himself.”Though the identification of
the casket’s occupant might be questioned, the discovery opened the possibility that
archaeology could yield concrete proof of scripture’s accuracy at a moment when advances in
geology and biology had put Christianity on the defensive. De Saulcy’s coup also startled
France’s political rivals. The lavishly funded expedition suggested a growing Gallic influence
over the Ottoman Empire, and spurred an unusual coalition of clerics, scholars, and politicians in
Britain to launch their own scientific effort.The scramble was on among European Christians to
unearth that which lay below Jerusalem. The furor over de Saulcy’s expedition demonstrated
that excavations could be met with vehement opposition and even violence from locals and draw
criticism from others around the globe. But these concerns paled before the beguiling chance to
resurrect the famous lost city of the Bible.Squeezed between the European powers and local
residents was the city’s pasha. His attempt to placate de Saulcy had succeeded only in
encouraging the Jewish community to go over his head. Amid the unrest and international
uproar, Khurshid lost the confidence of the sultan. As the sarcophagus was being unboxed at
the Louvre in February 1864, the unlucky governor was removed from his post. He was only the
first in a long line of leaders to learn that the inevitable mix of politics, religion, and archaeology
in Jerusalem created a volatile brew.2A Fool’s ErrandPalestine, when dug and harrowed by
enterprising travelers, must exhibit the past with all the vividness of the present.—Seventh Earl
of ShaftesburyAfew months after de Saulcy’s departure, Jewish leaders gathered to dedicate a
rebuilt synagogue that had lain in ruins for more than a century. Funded by a Baghdad merchant,
the Prussian king, and Jewish philanthropists from Britain and France, the house of worship
called the Hurva boasted a massive dome that rose eighty feet in the air. The enormous vault
joined the Christian Holy Sepulchre and the Muslim Dome of the Rock as one of Jerusalem’s
dominant landmarks.“It rises higher than all the towers,” boasted Rabbi Yosef Rivlin, who
attended the event. “A person standing on one of the mountains around Jerusalem will see the
dome of the synagogue…like a moon among stars.”The ceremony was a harbinger of dramatic
change. In 1864, the city was poised between the old and the new. The Jerusalem that de
Saulcy left behind still huddled behind locked gates at night. Surrounded by shabby villages,
lonely cemeteries, and religious sites holy to three monotheisms, it hugged stony hills between
the fertile Mediterranean coast to the west and the burning desert surrounding the earth’s lowest
point, the Dead Sea, to the east.Within its sixteenth-century walls was a typical midsize Middle
Eastern town of its day, riven with narrow alleys crowded with loaded donkeys and lined with
small shops selling spices, fruits, and housewares. Homes often rose three or four stories high,
facing onto a central courtyard that covered a water cistern fed from the roofs that also served as
light-filled terraces. Ten families might share a compound. Charcoal brought by camel was the



usual fuel for cooking and heating during the chilly and wet Jerusalem winters, while lamps filled
with sesame or olive oil burned as they had millennia before.Residents took a practical approach
to their surroundings. Ancient stones belowground might be reused to add a new floor on a
house or above a shop. One British visitor recorded barbers conducting their trade within the
crumbling remains of a Crusader hospice, herdsmen making their home in a Roman-era tomb,
and a blacksmith lodged against an ancient palace wall that might have once housed a Judean
potentate. De Saulcy noted less romantically that “the houses of this famous city” were, “without
exception, conceived with impossible layouts.”Today, Jerusalem’s Old City is divided neatly into
four quarters—Muslim, Jewish, Christian, and Armenian. Before the twentieth century, however,
neighbors might share a family, tribe, religion, or ethnicity, or some combination of these. Arabs
rented homes to Jews, and Christians bought their vegetables from a nearby stall owned by
Muslims. On his map of Jerusalem from that era, the German missionary Conrad Schick labeled
the central area of the city as “mixed quarters.”What set Jerusalem apart from other Middle
Eastern towns were the myriad shrines that filled the city and spilled outside the walls. This
made for an astonishingly diverse if volatile community. “For in Jerusalem, there is always
sufficient variety of religion, language, costume, incident, nationality, and character to be met
with,” the British consul noted.The area between the Mediterranean Sea and the Jordan River
had long been called the Holy Land by Jews, Christians, and Muslims. At that time it consisted of
some four hundred thousand souls, overwhelmingly Arabic-speaking Sunni Muslims, and old
Sunni families dominated regional as well as local politics under the watchful eye of Ottoman
authorities. Within the city, only a quarter of the city’s roughly eighteen thousand people—about
the size of contemporary Columbus, Ohio—were Muslim. Those included Shiites and Ismailis,
as well as Sunnis from North Africa and Central Asia with dialects and traditions quite different
from those of local Arabs. There were Muslim offshoots, such as the Druze, and various orders
of the mystical Sufis, with devotees drawn to the Holy City from around the Islamic world.No
group was more fractious than the Christians, who accounted for another quarter of Jerusalem’s
residents. The majority were Greek Orthodox Arabs. There were also Ethiopian and Egyptian
Copts, Orthodox Georgians, Syrian Jacobites, Orthodox Armenians, Greek Catholics, Roman
Catholics, Eastern Orthodox Greeks and Russians, Syriac Maronites, and Melchites. Each sect
constantly maneuvered for influence in Christian shrines and in the pasha’s palace. A few
Western European and American Protestants—mostly diplomats and missionaries—were the
latest arrivals. Ensuring that sectarian squabbling among Christians did not disturb Jerusalem’s
peace was a major task of the governor.Until the mid-nineteenth century, the community of Jews
under Ottoman rule had been relatively small and poor. Many came from abroad to study or to
die in the Holy City—or both. Some traced their ancestors back to refugees from Ferdinand and
Isabella’s Spain; they identified as Sephardim, a word derived from a Hebrew term for their
former homeland, and many spoke Judeo-Spanish, also called Ladino. Other Jews had
emigrated over the centuries from various Arab lands, spoke exclusively Arabic, and shared
many of the traditions of their Arab neighbors.The Hurva synagogue was rebuilt to serve a new



kind of Jewish settler, Yiddish-speaking European Jews, who began to arrive in numbers at the
same time as Western Protestants. Called Ashkenazi, a term from a biblical figure said to have
lived north of the Middle East, they came primarily from the German states and Russia. By 1864,
the combined influx of Sephardim and Ashkenazim made Jews the single largest community in
the Holy City for the first time in nearly two thousand years.Though Arabic was the town’s
primary language, one European archaeologist in that day marveled at the city’s Babel of
tongues: “The hotel-keeper talks Greek, his cook, Amharic; one waiter, Polish-Hebrew; another,
Italian, another, Arabic; the barber speaks French; the washerwoman, Spanish; the carpenter,
German; the dragoman, English: and the Pasha, Turkish; Sepoys from India mutter English
oaths.” Along the steep and narrow streets, lined with coffee shops, bakeries, and pipe makers,
armed Bedouin sheikhs brushed by robed Moroccan Sufis as black-hatted Russian Jews
passed Syrian merchants in tasseled red fezzes.Ottoman forces had squelched the bloody
rivalries of rural sheikhs that had long made travel to and from the city dangerous. After a new
quay was completed in 1864 at Jaffa, the port that lay forty miles to the west, steamship lines
began to make regular stops there. The road to Jerusalem was still rough, but there was even
talk of a railroad that could link the city to Istanbul. These changes encouraged the first wave of
Western tourists as well as a revival of pilgrimages by people of all three faiths.The sultan in
Istanbul recognized Jerusalem’s growing importance that same year, when he expanded
Jerusalem’s district to include major towns in the area like Gaza and Hebron, and granted the
city’s noble Arab families the power to appoint their own city council. But the court in Istanbul
was ambivalent about making Jerusalem more accessible to Westerners. “I shall never concede
to these crazy Christians any road improvements in Palestine,” said the sultan’s grand vizier in
1865, “as they would then transform Jerusalem into a Christian madhouse.”He did not realize
that it was too late. “And now, so many Franks, what a wealth of spiritual activity!” declared Swiss
Protestant scholar Titus Tobler the same year. “The peaceful crusade has begun. Jerusalem
must be ours!”Ashkenazi Jews were not the only newcomers altering the city’s skyline.
Construction of an Austrian hospice, a British sanitarium, a Greek hospital, and a German
refuge for lepers were in the works. Just outside the walls, the Russian government was putting
the finishing touches on a sprawling complex complete with a cathedral, consulate, hospital, and
dormitories, while residents of the first Jewish suburb had just settled into their new homes. It
was all part of the architectural one-upmanship among competing European powers to
demonstrate their commitment to the Holy City.The frenzy of construction by Westerners led to a
demand for clean water and indoor plumbing. Like most cities of its day, Jerusalem lacked a safe
and reliable municipal water supply. There were no springs within the city walls, and private
cisterns filled during winter rains remained the primary source of water. By the end of summer,
these had often turned foul, and they required constant maintenance. The sole nearby spring—
the one that drew the city’s first residents thousands of years earlier—flowed directly beneath
the close-packed city, making it a source of last resort.This glaring gap in infrastructure drew the
attention of the future British king’s private chaplain. In 1862, the Prince of Wales visited



Jerusalem with the dean of Westminster, the royal’s personal priest. While a Christian Arab
adorned the prince’s arm with a tattoo of five crosses and three crowns, the Anglican cleric
inquired about the city’s grim sanitation situation. He returned to London to organize the
Jerusalem Water Relief Society, and the following year a British engineer conducted a brief
survey.“In its present and degraded state, [the city] is subject to much disease and general
unhealthiness,” concluded the 1864 report. What was needed was a new aqueduct that would
mimic the ancient systems that had in Roman times brought clean and plentiful water from the
hills around Bethlehem. The result would be “a monument of English enterprise and sympathy.”It
was a philanthropic idea that anyone, no matter their religious belief, could get behind. The
medical reformer and heroine of the Crimean War, Florence Nightingale, was among those who
supported a modern water system that would benefit the health of Jerusalem’s residents and
visitors. So did the Seventh Earl of Shaftesbury, Britain’s most influential evangelical. He
promised to “aid to the utmost of my power so good a cause.”The British government, however,
held a large public debt and was ill-disposed to pump money into a land that it didn’t—yet—
control, however holy. The estimated 22,000-pound cost, the equivalent today to some $3.6
million, was an enormous sum to raise privately, so the Fund’s board turned to the wealthiest
woman in Britain after Queen Victoria.Angela Burdett-Coutts had inherited a banking fortune,
and she was a well-known philanthropist. The Prince of Wales called her “the most remarkable
woman in the kingdom” after his mother, the queen. A devoted Anglican and friend to Charles
Dickens and London’s dogs—she’d had drinking fountains built for them across the city—she
also was close to the dean of Westminster. With his encouragement, Burdett-Coutts provided
500 pounds, or about $84,000, to get the charitable effort underway.The dean then used his
connections to win the secretary of state for war’s approval to assign the Ordnance Survey to
conduct the required topographical study. Among the world’s best mapmakers, the members of
this military organization were typically Royal Engineers rigorously trained in the precision
science of surveying. Their origin went back to England’s effort to pacify Scotland in the Jacobite
rebellion of the mid-eighteenth century, and, later, to dominate Ireland.The military’s sole
condition was that the Burdett-Coutts fund cover the expedition costs. Though billed as a private
philanthropic endeavor, this would be a sanctioned government project, with a team made up of
enlisted men under the direction of a British officer using government-owned equipment.Finding
that officer, however, was no easy matter. Jerusalem might have quickened the hearts of
Christian Zionist earls and Anglican heiresses, but it was a career killer for any ambitious military
man. India, Southeast Asia, and Africa were where promotions were to be had. To make the
position even less appealing, the officer would have to take unpaid leave. Months passed as
several candidates turned down the job. Finally, an obscure twenty-eight-year-old captain and
cartographer named Charles Wilson accepted.Wilson was an introverted bachelor who provided
a marked contrast to de Saulcy’s abrasive arrogance. He was “not what could be called a society
man,” according to a biographer. The officer came from a privileged family—he grew up in a
medieval Welsh castle and his uncle founded Philadelphia’s entomological society—but Wilson



had endured the rigor of an English boarding school. His schoolmaster “began the morning
lessons by striking all the pupils on their hands with his cane, not for any offense committed, but
as a general means of inculcating obedience.”By the time he joined the military he had missed
the Crimean War and the Indian rebellion of 1857. Peace reigned, so Wilson took a position
charting the boundary between Canada and the United States in the far West. For the next four
years, he trudged with bulky equipment through thick forests and up seven-thousand-foot-high
mountains, often in subfreezing temperatures. He also dodged bullets in a steamboat brawl and
watched a rattlesnake drop onto the lapels of a coat he had just hung on a tree. Lean and
sporting a thin mustache, Wilson returned to Britain in 1862 but quickly grew bored at his post
defending England from an unlikely invasion by Napoleon III.One day he happened to be
present in the barracks when one of his fellow officers received a letter with the offer of the
Jerusalem job. The man immediately decided to decline. “The conditions were so hard, and the
possibility of doing the work within the estimate considered to be so remote, they all refused,”
Wilson recalled. Without hesitation, he asked the officer to propose his name instead. “I was
generally considered to be going on a fool’s errand.”At the end of September in 1864, just nine
months after de Saulcy left Jaffa, Wilson landed there with a lieutenant who had been with him in
North America, along with combat engineers, miners, and a photographer. They loaded donkeys
with their spirit levels, sextants, artificial horizons, theodolites, chronometers, “and other
weapons of their peculiar warfare,” as one contemporary described the ordnance trade. After
making their way across what Wilson called the “wild desolation” of stony hills, they arrived in
Jerusalem.He approached the Ottoman governor’s compound the next day in his finest uniform,
and the Ottoman guards snapped to attention and saluted the red coat. Khurshid’s replacement,
Izzet Pasha, had only recently arrived. He greeted his guest with a European-style handshake. “I
found the pasha very civil and liberal-minded,” Wilson said. “He is well-educated, seemed to
take a great interest in what I was going to do, and promised to give me all the help he
could.”This was fortunate, since Wilson in his haste had not obtained the vital decree from the
sultan approving his mission. Unlike de Saulcy, who was an emperor’s friend with the proper
paperwork, the British officer had to depend entirely on the discretion of the pasha, who no
doubt was aware of the debacle that had taken place less than a year before. Giving a European
free rein in the city was a dangerous business, but Izzet proved surprisingly willing to take the
risk.Jerusalem’s residents soon began to notice strange horizontal marks chiseled into the
corners of Jerusalem’s city walls, gates, churches, and other notable buildings. These
benchmarks, critical for surveying, helped the team produce an astonishingly accurate
topographical map of Jerusalem and its environs. Wilson also traced the remains of the ancient
aqueducts that snaked through the Bethlehem hills and once provided abundant clean water for
the thirsty city. Within a few months and with remarkable precision, he had gathered exactly the
data needed for Britain’s philanthropists to launch their project.Unknown to the pasha, however,
Wilson had two secret missions. The first was to provide the secretary of state for war with
intelligence on a waterway completely unrelated to an ancient aqueduct. The Suez Canal, then



under construction by a French company, posed a threat to Britain’s interest in the Middle East
and its colonial government in India.The philanthropic work in Jerusalem was the perfect cover
to explore the Jordan Valley to the west. This led south to the Sinai Peninsula, where the canal
work was underway. There was also British interest in a possible railroad to India via Palestine,
bypassing the canal altogether. What was needed were accurate maps of a region little known to
Westerners.The officer’s second secret mission was to gather evidence to prove a controversial
theory proposed by a wealthy Scottish historian. A few weeks after Wilson’s October 3 arrival in
Jerusalem, he was joined by James Fergusson, who had made a fortune on an Indian indigo
plantation but was made famous by his architectural study of Indian temples. He also harbored a
deep fascination with the Bible and Jerusalem.At the city’s eastern edge stood the huge
rectangular platform that Muslims call the Noble Sanctuary. Near its center was the famous
Dome of the Rock, an eight-sided building that scholars agreed was built by an early Islamic
caliph in the seventh century CE after Muhammad’s followers conquered Jerusalem. The shrine
covers a rough stone Muslims believed to be the spot from which the prophet Muhammad made
a nighttime journey to heaven.Fergusson, however, was convinced that it was constructed by the
Roman emperor Constantine the Great over the true tomb of Jesus three centuries before. The
Holy Sepulchre, which stood five hundred yards to the west, was, he maintained, a medieval
fabrication.This assertion was a shocking idea. The platform already was home to Islam’s third-
holiest site. It also stood over the very spot that many Jews claimed as the place where the Ark
had rested in Solomon’s temple, and in the so-called Holy of Holies in the sanctuary renovated
by Herod the Great and destroyed in 70 CE by the Romans. If the Scottish historian was correct,
then the city’s famous acropolis was sacred to not just two but three of the world’s great
monotheisms.Like de Saulcy, Fergusson was seen as a dangerous dilettante by many
contemporary academics, who mocked his idea as absurd. Fergusson intended to use Wilson to
prove his critics wrong. Bald and bearded, the fifty-four-year-old Scotsman strolled with the
young officer around the platform’s massive walls to discuss his plan. He wanted Wilson to
pursue excavations on the platform itself, but this was strictly forbidden by the sultan. He settled
instead on paying Wilson to produce the first fully detailed survey of the Noble Sanctuary.When
Fergusson returned to Britain, he wrote in a November 29 letter to the Times that the
cartographer’s work was proceeding “most satisfactorily” given that the pasha provided
“complete protection and he gives them every facility they require.” The result, he noted, in a nod
to Wilson’s official job, would be “the means by which [Jerusalem’s] sanitary condition may be
improved.”He neglected to mention he was sponsoring a separate project to prove his theory.
But after his “totally exhaustive” investigations of the ancient city, Fergusson added, “I have
come back more confirmed than before in the correctness of all I have written or said with regard
to the Holy Places.” That implied reference to the Dome of the Rock as the true Holy Sepulchre
was lost on no one.Wilson’s boss, Colonel Henry James, apparently was well aware of his
subordinate’s multiple masters. In a December 30 letter to the Times, he revealed that the team
had “made some important discoveries to elucidate [Jerusalem’s] ancient topography.” This



hinted at more than data gathering to bring clean water to thirsty residents. But in the clubby
world of Victorian Britain, there was little risk that this diversion of an officer of the Royal
Engineers to bolster a peculiar theory would ruffle feathers. The prime minister had tapped
Fergusson to design coastal forts to defend Britain from attacks by Napoleon III; before taking
the Jerusalem assignment, Wilson had been stationed near one.The British captain had to tread
carefully in approaching the Noble Sanctuary. In centuries past, Jews or Christians who
wandered into the sacred enclosure had suffered injury and even death. A band of well-muscled,
well-armed Sudanese kept a close eye on who came and went from its gates. Only in the
preceding three decades had it been possible for non-Muslims to set foot at all within the sacred
complex, and then only under careful guard. Aside from an Italian engineer, few Westerners had
examined the site in any detail.Wilson’s quiet manner allowed him to cultivate a friendship with
the pasha as well as with the sheikh who oversaw the sanctuary. Eventually he was permitted
not just to examine its surface but to briefly explore what lay below. James reported in the Times
that Wilson found the ground beneath the platform “perfectly honeycombed with passages and
cisterns.”His most dramatic find, made with the assistance of the German missionary Conrad
Schick, was a massive buried arch that sprang from the platform’s western wall. He called it “one
of the most perfect and magnificent remains in Jerusalem.” The structure appeared to have once
been a bridge or aqueduct leading from the western hill to the Temple Mount in the time of
Jesus. Though it had been noted by a previous explorer, Wilson was able to determine that while
it now served as the vault for an underground cistern, it had once soared seventy-three feet
above the ancient pavement.If his dating was correct, then what became known as Wilson’s
Arch confirmed that the platform renovated by Herod the Great starting in the first century BCE
had been a monumental project, as ancient writers contended.The captain worked in a half-
dozen locations both inside and outside the city walls, and dug one shaft that dropped eighty
feet below the surface before hitting bedrock. “I have been doing a good deal of underground
work lately, and have been rewarded with several discoveries,” he wrote a day after Fergusson’s
letter was published. “It is rather dirty work, crawling about in the middle of the earth, but very
interesting.” In one tunnel south of the Old City, he and his men were forced to “wriggle along like
eels, not a comfortable sort of locomotion at any time, but when it has to be done in six inches of
water and mud, dreadfully unpleasant.”A burrowing Englishman at first was a curiosity to
Jerusalem’s residents, but “the inhabitants are now quite accustomed to see my head suddenly
appearing out of wells and cisterns. The greatest difficulty I have is in getting into the interior of
private houses, especially amongst the Jews, and they live just in the place where I want to
work.”Little wonder, given de Saulcy’s controversial visit only a few months earlier. That problem
was solved with help from the British Jewish financier Moses Montefiore, who sent letters of
introduction intended for the city’s Jewish leaders to Colonel James, who in turn forwarded them
to the captain. Montefiore, who had helped fund the Hurva reconstruction, clearly was
sympathetic to the new archaeological investigations; he also sent James ten pounds and ten
shillings “towards the expense of Captain Wilson’s underground explorations, the expense of



which Captain Wilson has been defraying from his private purse,” James noted in a January 28,
1865, letter to the London Times.Though Wilson conducted his Noble Sanctuary work with
financial support from Fergusson, the officer was careful to gather data but avoid conclusions.
This set him apart from his patron and de Saulcy, who used their wealth and influence to peddle
pet theories. He also declined to address the fierce dispute in Europe over the location of the
temple attributed to King Solomon or the rebuilt version renovated by Herod. Nor did he get
involved with the arguments over the date of the platform’s walls.Wilson’s discreet approach was
revolutionary. He gathered accurate data and left speculation to others. “The ancient past of
Jerusalem was no longer a matter for armchair scholarly discourse, turning upon the credibility
and background of a given scholar, but had now become a matter for clear-cut scientific rigor,”
wrote the modern archaeologist Shimon Gibson.Dispatches by Wilson and visitors to Jerusalem
spread news of the finds around the world. On January 2, 1865, for example, the New York
Herald reported on his progress. Lincoln was a regular reader of the publication, and word of the
discoveries may have been on his mind when he told his wife, moments before his death three
months later, that he longed to see the Holy City.“It has been prophesied to me many years I
should not die but in Jerusalem,” said King Henry IV in William Shakespeare’s play by the same
name. During a convocation of Parliament at Westminster Abbey on March 20, 1413, the
monarch fell ill. Clerics carried him to a nearby room in the abbot’s residence, where he passed
away. In an eerie fulfillment of the prophecy, the room where he died was known as the
Jerusalem Chamber.At 5:00 p.m. on May 12, 1865, as Confederates and Union forces on the
other side of the Atlantic fought their last battle of the American Civil War along the Rio Grande,
two dozen men crowded into the small medieval hall, with its oak beams and sturdy stone
fireplace. Hosted by the dean of Westminster, who had initiated the water project, the gathering
included politicians, newspaper publishers, and scientists along with senior clergy. They were
the cream of Victorian society as the British Empire was emerging as the world’s most
formidable military, political, and economic power. Its only true rival was Napoleon III’s
France.Wilson was then packing to return to Britain, but James Fergusson was there; his new
book expounding on his theory about Jesus’s entombment below the Dome of the Rock was
being advertised that week in London newspapers for seven shillings and sixpence.The men
resolved to launch a fund to promote the exploration of Jerusalem and the surrounding area,
with a goal “to throw much light on the archaeology of the Jewish people.” In a prospectus
published in the Guardian, they declared that “what is above ground will be accurately known
when the present survey is completed; but below the surface hardly anything has yet been
discovered.” A host of research questions were waiting to be answered. “It is not too much to
anticipate that every foot in the depth of the 60 feet of rubbish on which the city stands will yield
most interesting and important matter for the archaeologist and numismatist.”There was
pushback. A day after the Westminster meeting, a devout Guardian reader gave a blistering
critique of the “dangerous fallacy” that science could be used to verify or deny biblical veracity.
While research might end “vehement controversies” such as the location of the true tomb of



Christ, geographical surveys and relic hunting could never prove whether David was introduced
to Saul for the first time on two occasions, one of the Bible’s many troubling contradictions. The
endeavor, he warned, was as foolish as the search for El Dorado or the philosopher’s stone.
“Such schemes are not worthy of those who profess to believe in a righteous Father.”But there
were more powerful forces at work. Progress on the Suez Canal coupled with fears—however
overblown—of a French invasion had the British government on edge. De Saulcy’s discovery
posed a new political challenge by Napoleon III, and one that had to be answered.Five weeks
later, as Wilson was steaming back home from Jerusalem, the Palestine Exploration Fund was
created at a public meeting in the assembly rooms of a former Westminster tavern in London.
The elegant ballroom capable of accommodating nearly one thousand people was crowded.
The bishop of London opened with a prayer and went on to say, “We feel confident that such an
effort must strengthen the faith of our people.” The crowd responded, “Hear, Hear!”But the chair,
the archbishop of York, hastened to set the more secularly minded at ease. “We mean to lay
down and vigorously adhere to…strictly inductive inquiry,” the cleric said emphatically. “We are
not to be a religious society.”This was the moment when the dispute between those upholding
traditional values and those pushing new ideas was at its fiercest, when “the controversy
between ‘science’ and ‘religion’ took fire,” as one historian put it. The previous year, Britain’s last
heresy trial ended with the government dismissing the charge. The move had infuriated many
devout Christians, while more liberal churchmen, such as Dean Stanley of Westminster, had
defended the rights of religious naysayers even if they opposed their views.It was in this charged
environment that the Victorian elite, scientists as well as clerics, gathered under the ballroom
chandeliers to discuss the Holy Land. Among them was the naturalist Richard Owen, one of
Britain’s leading researchers, and a man credited with coining the word “dinosaur.” The glue that
held this disparate group together was their belief in the inevitability of Britain’s imperial
expansion and a conviction that the Holy Land and its artifacts were by rights theirs.
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Mordechai Inbari, “A biliant book. I have only praise to say about the book Under Jerusalem. This
is a brilliant account of the archaeology conducted in Jerusalem from the later 19th Century to
our days. The digs under the surface of the city are motivated by a mixed multitude of biblical
scholars and treasure seekers, and they all raise the level of anxiety of the Muslims who see in
these digs either an attempt to undermine Islam or just a carless dig that could collapse their
houses above the surface. Under Jerusalem shows that there is an underground world waiting to
be discovered, and whatever is under the city can help or undermine the Jewish national
movement.I am a scholar who studies the communities of modern Jerusalem, and I also teach a
class on the history of Jerusalem, so I thought I knew it all. Andrew Lawler was able to surprise
me with the wealth of data, wonderful narrative, and stories about digs that I never heard before.I
highly recommend the book.”

J. K. Campbell, “Added to my knowledge of the venerable city. This book is as densely packed
with information as the space underneath the ancient city which is holy to each of three great
monotheistic religions. Lawler's book is a well-researched effort to review the three- thousand-
year span of Jerusalem's violent history and the archeologic efforts to find physical proof of
events described in the holy texts of Christianity, Judaism, and Islam. While true zealots of each
faith should not need physical evidence to sustain belief, the vast underground excavations
described are fascinating and certainly have modern socioeconomic as well as theological
implications. Readers seeking an Indiana Jones type narrative should pick another book, but
this is the one to choose for an objective history of the strife surrounding Jerusalem's buried
treasures.”

lorena gordon, “Perspective and chronological time frame. Thank you so much! For such an
informative book!Anyone who has studied the Temple Mount in any detail has run across the
names of Warren and Wilson. Thank you for putting them and their work in perspective for me.
Not only with each other, but with the problems they faced at home (England). But also the
problems they faced in Jerusalem.Thank you for going into and explaining the reasons how and
why the measurements they took, is still the best information we have today on the Temple
Mount.I know some people have commented on you including some squabbles. However you
only included enough so that we could understand why they did what they did. And not a
sentence more.I have not finished the book yet. But in my opinion the chapters and sections on
these two men, are worth the price of the whole book!I only have a slight criticism, if you
republish this book, include proper or common names for the discoveries, artifacts or places. So
that we can Google them, in order to see pictures (if they exist).I am only sad that I can only give
5 stars, for I believe you deserve more!Thank you again, and I can't wait to finish the rest of the
book!”



Dave Martin, “An excellent book. Under Jerusalem was a excellent and thought provoking book.
Well written. The author proves to you that the real history of the city is not on the surface, but
what is underneath.”

mark gordon, “What’s Below Jerusalem?. A great new book by Andrew Lawler, combining his
comprehensive research with quirky obscure characters taking on the story of one of the most
controversial mythic places in the world. Lawler takes us below Jerusalem in search of answers
to age old quests, objectively letting the science provide the answers. This book is an fascinating
journey through the mysterious tunnels found under Jerusalem.”

Dr. Steven Levy, “Fantastic Read!. This book is very informative and readable. It’s written more
like a fiction and smoothly moves through the history of Jerusalem archeological discoveries
while also tracing the politics at the time starting in the late 19th century. Having visited many of
the sites of discovery it adds texture to what we saw and provides a better understanding of the
science, religion and politics that has impacted this city for thousands of years. Overall an easy
to read and fantastic book! Get it!”

The book by Andrew Lawler has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 192 people have provided feedback.
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